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Before you start
Welcome to Music 1: From the Present to the Past. Your OCA Student handbook should be
able to answer most questions about this and all other OCA courses, so keep it to hand as
you work through this course.

Course aims
This unit aims to:
•

provide a general survey of Western classical music from c1450 to the present day

•

introduce the key composers and repertoire

•

introduce basic musical notational and theoretical concepts

•

develop a basic understanding of the sociological aspects of musical performance

•

enable you to develop and express your own opinions, preferences and responses to
music.

Learning outcomes
When you’ve completed the course, you should be able to:
•

recognise a range of repertoire from different eras

•

demonstrate an understanding of historical aspects of western art (classical) music,
from Renaissance to the present day, in terms of its exponents and major developments

•

demonstrate an understanding of the relevant forms and modes of communicating
musical information, including textual, aural and electronic

•

demonstrate a basic understanding of the sociological aspects of musical performance

•

reflect upon your own learning experience.

The music theory sections are an optional part of the course and do not form part of the
formal assessment.
If you’re planning to move on to take Music 1: Composing Music, you’re strongly advised
to complete these optional sections of the course as they’ll provide a valuable foundation.

Your tutor
Your tutor is your main point of contact with OCA. Before you start work, make sure that
you’re clear about your tuition arrangements. The OCA system is explained in some detail
in your Student handbook.

If you haven’t already done so, please write a paragraph or two about your experience to
date. Add background information about anything that you think may be relevant for your
tutor to know about you (your profile) – for example your experience of music so far, your
reasons for starting this course and what you hope to achieve from it. Email or post your
profile to your tutor as soon as possible. This will help your tutor to understand how best to
support you during the course.
Arrange with your tutor how you’ll deal with any queries that arise between assignments.
This will usually be by email or phone. It will be helpful for your tutor to see some of the
work that you produce in between assignments. For example, you could scan or photograph
the relevant pages of your listening log (see below) and email them to your tutor. Or you
could post your listening log as an online blog on the OCA website so that your tutor can
see how your work is developing between assignments. It’s particularly important that your
tutor sees regular evidence of your development if you’re planning to have your work on this
course formally assessed.
Make sure that you label any work that you send to your tutor with your name, student
number and the assignment number. Your tutor will get back to you as soon as possible
after receiving your assignment but this may take a little time. Continue with the course
while you’re waiting.
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Formal assessment
Read the section on assessment in your Student handbook at an early stage in the
course. Your Assessment and how to get qualified study guide gives more detailed
information about assessment and accreditation.
For assessment you’ll need to submit a cross-section of the work you’ve done on the course:
•

all five assignments of the course

•

the five tutor reports on your assignments

•

your listening log or blog url.

Please be aware that you should only submit work you have prepared during the course to
your tutor for formal assessment – you cannot submit work that you may have done before
you started the course.

Keeping a learning and listening log
Your learning and listening log is an integral part of this and every other OCA course. For
music courses, the learning log will primarily take the form of a listening log. If you’re new
to OCA courses, read your Keeping sketchbooks and Introducing learning logs study guide
for further information, all study guides can be found on the OCA student website.
It’s vitally important for a deep understanding of western art music to have a solid experience
of music through its major developments: from medieval music, through the Renaissance
and the Baroque, to the repertoires of the Classical, Romantic and Modern periods. There
is so much to hear, and so much that can be learnt from listening to music and (when
possible) following a copy of the musical score.
Reading about the history of music and the development of musical techniques over time will
deepen your appreciation of music from other periods, and its influences on contemporary
composers. Make use of the listening lists for each period covered by the course (Appendix
C), and use the recommended reading list to develop your understanding. Bear in mind that
the suggested listening is only a small selection of the huge range available to explore on
the internet and in libraries.

Listening to a wide range of music
We recommend that you listen to a wide range of music to supplement and enhance your
studies. The easiest way of doing this is to register for an online source such as spotify. This
is, a free music streaming service available to Microsoft and Mac users, providing a huge
range of music by arrangement with leading world record labels. You first need to download
the free software from the Spotify website, then you can search for the suggested listening
pieces and either listen to the whole piece or short extracts.
Almost all the suggested listening pieces are available on Spotify. If you come across a piece
that isn’t (it’s not possible to predict how availability may change over time), you may be
able to access it from an alternative website such as Grooveshark. Other possibilities are
the Naxos Library (fee involved) or a local music library. Or you can choose a more easily
accessed alternative from the wide range of suggested listening in Appendix C.
Your listening should include both recorded music and live performances, and you should
actively seek out music that’s unfamiliar to you – whether or not the experience results in
you liking what you hear! The purpose is to know what’s out there, to broaden and deepen
your experience of music so that you can critically appreciate any piece of music on several
levels. Make detailed comments as you’re listening, because you may well forget your initial
reactions – when later you come to the same piece again you may discover your reactions
are quite changed. Your own commentaries on heard experiences will help both you and
your tutor see how you are progressing with your learning.
Read other people’s commentaries as well – performance programme notes, broadsheet
music critics, commentaries you find on the internet and in your wider reading. Some will
give you new insight, others you may disagree with. All this can be recorded in your listening
log. After any session of listening or a concert visit, make a note of page numbers or index
words that you may want to use for future reference. Always read articles and books with a
note pad available so you can jot useful ideas as you go; it’s often hard to go back to find a
choice phrase, comment or paragraph if you don’t note it down at the time.
Keep your listening log up to date and in good order. You’ll need to send extracts from your
log to your tutor as part of your course work. If you choose formal assessment, bear in mind
that your listening log will be reviewed as part of the assessment process and carries 35%
of total marks.

Use your listening log to record your progress through the course. Your log should contain:
•

a record of the music you listen to for each project, as well as research notes and
exercise notes

•

your reflections on the listening and reading you do and the research you carry out

•

your ideas and observations on what you are learning as you work through the course

•

your tutor’s reports on assignments and your reactions to these.

Consider whether you want to post your listening log as an online blog on the OCA website.

Planning ahead
This level 1 course represents 400 hours of learning time. Allow around 20% of this time for
reflection and listening log development. The course should take about a year to complete
if you spend around 8 hours each week on it. You don’t need any prior knowledge of music
theory as the music theory projects are optional and not part of the formal assessment.
As with all OCA courses, these course materials are intended to be used flexibly but keep
your tutor fully informed about your progress. You’ll need to allow extra time if you decide
to have your work formally assessed.
Music 1: From the Present to the Past is divided into five parts, corresponding to the five
course assignments. Your first assignment is a diagnostic assignment which will help your
tutor get to know you and your work and decide how best to support you.
Each part of the course addresses a different issue or topic and is separated into projects
designed to tackle the topic in bite-sized chunks. As well as information and advice, each
project offers exercises on listening to music and developing your critical appreciation. The
exercises build up and feed into the assignments that you’ll send to your tutor. If you don’t
yet have a clear idea of where you want to go with your exploration of music, this modular
way of working will give you experience of a wide range of musical genres, repertoires and
composers. If you already have particular musical interests you want to pursue, you may
want to use the exercises and assignments in ways that will allow you to develop your
own areas of interest within the course structure. But don’t skip exercises that don’t seem
relevant to your personal goals. They’ll develop your musical awareness, stretch your skills
and challenge your ideas.

Managing your time
Each part of the course should take about 80 hours to complete. You’ll need to decide how
to divide this time in a way that works effectively for you.
The time you spend on each part of the course will depend on how quickly you work, the
time available to you, how easy or hard you find each exercise, and how quickly you want to
complete the course. Don’t worry if you take more or less time than suggested provided that
you’re not getting too bogged down in a particular part of the course and that your tutor is
happy with the work you’re producing. If it helps, draft a rough study plan and revisit this
at the end of each part. The course structure is intended to be flexible, but it’s always useful
to bear deadlines in mind.

Listening to music
The pieces listed are suggestions - it’s not essential to listen to every single piece, or to
complete works. You’re aiming to get a feel for a piece and and idea of its style - in many
cases listening to extracts will be enough to give you this.
As well as listening to recordings, you’ll find it helpful to your musical understanding if you
can also gain experience of different genres of live performance - chamber music, orchestral
concert, opera, choral works - performed in different settings - concert hall, theatre, church,
private house.
Look out for the listening icon and note the details of each piece you listen to in
your listening log.

For examples of other students’ listening notes/logs, please log into the student site and go
to the ‘Blogs (learning logs) page within ‘Coursemates’ (http://oca-student.com/tutors/
course-mates/blogs). From here you can select from OCA’s music courses in the drop-down
menu to only display listening logs by students on specific music courses. There are also
helpful notes on features to listen out for with most of the suggested listening pieces in
this course guide. As you work through the course and gain confidence, you’ll find that this
process becomes almost second nature.
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Music theory
You don’t need a grounding in music theory to do this course but to get the most out of the
descriptions of music styles, composers and musical innovations that appear throughout
the course, you’ll need a basic understanding of the building blocks of music. If you’re new
to music theory, you’ll find it helpful to use an introductory book on music theory such as
The AB Guide to Music Theory, Part 1 by Eric Taylor (ABRSM, 1990).
A basic grasp of the elements below will enable you to understand the innovations discussed
in the course and deepen your listening appreciation:
Notation – pitch, octave, scales, intervals
Rhythm – tempo, meter, time or meter signatures
Melody
Key – tonic, dominant, key signatures, major, minor
Harmony – chords, triads, consonance, dissonance
Texture – counterpoint, polyphony
Timbre – Tone colour, dynamics, marks of expression
The glossary at the back will also help you with explanations of unfamiliar terms. Please
note that the glossary is not intended to be comprehensive – simply a useful source of
information on the more commonly used terms. Others can be researched on the internet.
The optional music theory projects are useful but not essential for completing the course
and are not part of the formal assessment. If you have no prior knowledge of music theory
and want to tackle these projects, you may find some of these helpful:
•

one or more of the Taylor books on music theory in the course reading list

•

a piano or keyboard, or a piano app if you have a smart phone, so you can try out some
things for yourself – for example, the different types of scale explained in Part Three

•

video clips on the internet – for example, you can search for illustrations of a whole range
of music theory and music techniques played on the piano (and other instruments) on
YouTube.

For OCA’s Music 1: Composing Music course, you will need a knowledge of music theory. If
you plan to move on to that course, the music theory projects in this course will give you a
useful foundation.

Reading and music resources
You’ll find a suggested listening list for this course at the end of this course book. In addition,
on the student website, there is a reading list along with a list of useful websites and online
resources for listening to music and following music scores. Also make sure you check the
OCA website as the reading and resources list is updated periodically.

Referencing your reading and listening
Whenever you read something that you might want to refer to in your projects and
assignments, get into the habit of taking down the full reference to the book, article
or website straight away. You will also need to reference in full the music pieces that
you study – recorded music, live performances, published music scores. You must fully
reference any work that you draw on if you plan to go for formal assessment. To do this
you should use the Harvard system of referencing – there is a guide to referencing using
the Harvard system on the OCA website.
Getting down the full reference at the time will save you the frustration of having to hunt
for the details of a half-remembered reference long after the event – and ensure that you
don’t inadvertently plagiarise someone else’s work.
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Assessment criteria
Here are the assessment criteria for this course. These are central to the assessment process
for this course, so if you are going to have your work assessed to gain formal credits, please
make sure you take note of these criteria and consider how each of the assignments you
complete demonstrates evidence of each criterion. On completion of each assignment,
and before you send your assignment to your tutor, test yourself against the criteria - in
other words - do a self assessment, and see how you think you would do. Notes down
your findings of each assignment you’ve completed in your learning log, noting all your
perceived strengths and weaknesses, taking into account the criteria every step of the way.
This will be helpful for your tutor to see, as well as helping you prepare for assessment.

Assessment criteria points
•

Technical presentation. Clarity of scores and orderly presentation; good command of
appropriate software; accuracy of notation; understanding and application of graphic
publishing conventions.

•

Compositional skills. Evidence of craftsmanship in manipulating material; structural
cohesion; exploration of ideas; appropriate and correct use of performance resources.

•

Creativity. Exploration and inventiveness toward developing an individual voice;
original ideas and experimental adventurousness.

•

Stylistic awareness. Evidence of listening and reading, research, critical thinking and
reflection; development of responses to exploratory enquiry and analysis.

Music 1

Part one
Music today

By Shkoder (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) via Wikimedia Commons

Project one Listening to music in the
modern world
Music is all around us. Modern life is saturated with sound of all kinds, and music has an
important place in our society. Part One explores some of the ways that music is heard,
from the familiar, such as music in film, television and radio, to a broader range of music,
including contemporary classical music and the music of different cultures.
Taking these current access points to music as a start, this course puts the wide range of
music available to us today into context, tracing backwards through the history of western
music and through the main historical periods, exploring the music itself, the people who
wrote, played and listened to it, and the instruments it was written for.

Exercise How would you define music?
Before you start in earnest on this project, spend a few minutes thinking about
what ‘music’ means to you. Can you define it?
The Concise Oxford Dictionary definition of music is: ‘the art of combining vocal or
instrumental sounds (or both) to produce beauty of form, harmony, and expression of
emotion’. Would you agree with this definition? If not, what would your definition be?
This is a useful question to reflect on as
you start on this course – definitions can be
a helpful starting point. But bear in mind
that any definition is an attempt to fix a
concept that may in fact be rather fluid and
flexible. As you journey through the course
you’ll increasingly be able to describe how
perceptions of what makes ‘music’ change
over time, and from one social context to
another.
In your listening log, briefly write down
Board Partition with Letter Rack and Music Book
Cornelis Gysbrechts 1668

your own thoughts at the moment about
what, for you, defines ‘music’. You’ll find it

fascinating to return to these reflections and consider how your ideas are developing as
you work through the course.

To set the scene for your work in Part One, think about the wider context in which music is
created today. Here are some contemporary figures in the arts and sciences.

Writers

Artists

Scientists

Margaret Atwood (b.1939)

Gilbert and George

Frederick Sanger (b.1918)

(b.1943 and 1942)
Salman Rushdie (b.1947)

Antony Gormley (b.1950)

Noam Chomsky (b.1928)

Stephen King (b.1947)

Bill Viola (b.1951)

Jane Goodall (b.1934)

JK Rowling (b.1965)

Tracey Emin (b.1963)

Robert Winston (b.1940)

Zadie Smith (b.1975)

Damien Hirst (b.1965)

Stephen Hawking (b.1942)

Kazuo Ishiguro (b.1954)

Banksy (b.1974)

Susan Greenfield (b.1950)

Now think about all the different ways that music is heard in our modern society. You can
probably think of more examples to add to the ones below:
Live performance
concert hall (orchestra/chamber music/recital/competition), opera, musical, incidental
theatre music, live streaming on the internet and TV, music in church and ceremony.
Recorded media
ipod/CD/DVD, nightclubs, discos, parties, radio, incidental music for TV, radio, muzak,
internet (Spotify, etc.), computer games, ringtones, advertising.
Informal settings
background music at functions, football terraces, busking.
Music is everywhere and can have an important impact on every day life. But how does this
affect those who write, play and listen to music? Engaging with the music we hear can often
be difficult: the scenarios above each involve different levels of concentration. A concert
hall audience is paying to listen closely to the music with no distractions other than the
musicians themselves, whereas a cinema audience is mainly interested in the film, its plot
and its characters – the music is only there to enhance the atmosphere. A lot of film music
can pass us by almost completely unnoticed yet the difference if it wasn’t there would be
enormous.

In an average day, we may experience everything from listening to the radio or an ipod on
the way to work, to background music in lifts, sound spill from loud car stereos, buskers and
TV music. Most of what we hear is pre-recorded, and much of it we hear without choice –
perhaps we even have to concentrate hard to ignore it. To engage with a live performance
takes much more effort. In a society which is saturated with sound, which we allow to wash
over us on a regular basis, and which is increasingly available online for free or at low
cost, the risk is that fewer and fewer people will choose to seek out live performances and
experience music for its own sake. On the one hand, some live music festivals and smaller
live venues have grown in popularity in recent years, but on the other, paying audiences
tend to decline during periods of economic austerity.

Why is music so important?
Music is a personal thing. We have our own preferences and our own tastes, and it’s easy to
get access to pretty much any style of music through internet sites such as Spotify. There are
very few people who can say that they don’t like music at all; most people can make some
sort of connection to at least one genre. It is a form of emotional expression, a universal
language which can touch us and inspire us.
Classical music is thought to have a positive effect on brain function: the so-called Mozart
Effect is said to improve concentration and boost intelligence, and the streaming of classical
music into public areas, such as underground stations, is thought to promote calm and
sociably acceptable behaviour. Learning a musical instrument certainly promotes discipline
and concentration, as well as a range of intellectual and physical skills, and an understanding
of music has many associated benefits.

Research point
In your listening log, keep a log of ALL the music that you hear over one week. Tune into
the music that is present in all the different spheres of your daily routine – on the radio,
internet, ipod, in recordings, at a live performance, on TV, at the cinema, theatre, sports
event, shopping in the supermarket. Are there differences in the way you listen? What’s the
purpose of the music in the different situations that you record? How does the music affect
you? What are the advantages or disadvantages of each listening experience?

You may or may not be surprised at how much music we come across in our everyday lives,
but this simple research exercise may have increased your awareness of the huge range of
musical styles that surround us in the twenty first century, and the extraordinary range of
uses that music is put to.

Genres
Music exists in such a wide range of styles, often influenced by different cultures, that it can
sometimes be difficult for us to explore new areas of music without some understanding
of their cultural tradition and musical language. Although we may hear new works or new
artists, we have a tendency to let the influences we were open to in early life dictate our
listening patterns so we may even switch off from the unfamiliar. There’s also evidence that
our musical tastes are influenced by our personalities: curiously, both classical music and
heavy metal lovers are thought to have a number of personality traits in common.
There are even some off-putting stereotypes about who enjoys what kind of musical genre.
Classical music audiences are often seen as old, dull and middle class, while the stereotype
of the rap audience is young, threatening and violent. Both of these are far from reality but
may prevent these genres reaching wider audiences. People may also be put off trying new
kinds of live music by fears about some kind of unknown dress code, or conventions about
when to applaud.
Think about your own musical tastes. In your listening log, make notes on each of the genres
below that you’ve heard, and your emotional responses to each of them. For example, why
do you like or dislike a particular genre? Which genres did you listen to as a child? Have
your tastes changed through your lifetime? Who influences what sort of music you enjoy
listening to?
Classical music
also known as western art music, refers broadly to instrumental and vocal music from
medieval times to the present day. Composers include JS Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Wagner,
Stravinsky and Birtwistle. The term classical music is also used to describe a specific period
of composition from around 1740 to 1800.

Contemporary classical
a subgenre of classical music which refers to works composed by living composers.
Contemporary music tends to have its own specific following, particularly among the
younger generation of musicians and artists. Composers include Peter Maxwell Davies,
Tristan Murail, John Adams, Thomas Adès, Helmut Lachenmann and Wolfgang Rihm.
Country music
originated in the southern United States, combining folk and pop influences often from
Western European immigrants. It is now a multi billion dollar industry, particularly in
America. Top selling artists include Garth Brooks, Billy Ray Cyrus, Johnny Cash and Dolly
Parton.
Dance music
covers a range of styles which emerged with the growth of electronic musical technologies
in the 1980s, and is written specifically for dancing to in nightclubs. It’s often paced to
match the faster heart rate of the dancers (120–200 beats per minute). Dance music
(or electronica) often includes computer-driven methods of composition, such as looping
(repeating patterns) and sampling (taking short clips of other pieces of music) over a pulsing
drum beat created by drum machines. Subgenres include techno, trance, drum and bass,
garage and house music. Artists include the Chemical Brothers, Prodigy, David Guetta, The
Orb and Orbital.
Early music
refers to historically informed performances of classical music from the Middle Ages,
Renaissance and sometimes Baroque periods, often performed on copies of the original
instruments used at the time. ‘Authentic performance’ ensembles arose during a surge
in research towards the end of the twentieth century. Ensembles include the Academy of
Ancient Music, Les Arts Florissants and Collegium Musicum 90.
Folk music
is usually passed down through the generations by oral tradition. Each country and region
may have its own distinctive style. Several classical music composers such as Bartók, Copland
and Vaughan Williams have incorporated folk music into their works.

Jazz
a style of improvised music which originated in American cities such as New Orleans in
the early twentieth century. The style incorporates both instrumental and vocal music,
performed in small ensembles (typically trumpet, trombone or saxophone with a rhythm
section of guitar, drums and double bass) or in big bands. Leading exponents include Miles
Davis, Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman and John Coltrane.
Musical theatre
musicals evolved around Broadway in New York, and are similar in format to opera, but the
compositional style is based around jazz and popular styles rather than classical. The form
evolved from the late nineteenth century operettas of composers such as Gilbert and Sullivan,
developing through the First World War and into the post-war period through the work of
writers such as Stephen Sondheim, Irving Berlin, George Gershwin and Cole Porter in the
1930s and 40s. Rogers and Hammerstein became important writers in the mid twentieth
century, and more recently Andrew Lloyd Webber, Alan Menken and SchÖnberg and Boublil
have enjoyed long-running productions of their works in both Europe and America.
Opera
a form of music drama with sung action, originating in the Renaissance. Performed in
theatres or opera houses, solo singers are accompanied by an orchestra and chorus, with
action traditionally explained during recitative passages and emotional displays heard in
melodically beautiful and sometimes ornate arias. Celebrated opera composers include
Handel, Mozart, Puccini, Wagner and Britten.
Pop
short for ‘popular’ music in a range of styles is most often heard on mainstream radio
stations such as BBC Radio 1. Pop has evolved with the changing tastes of the public. Artists
from different eras include: 1960s – The Beatles, 1970s – T Rex, 1980s – Wham, 1990s –
The Spice Girls, 2000s – Coldplay.
R’n’B
short for rhythm and blues, this term is used to describe popular music of Black American
origin, fusing jazz with pop styles. The term had connections with soul and funk music in
the 1970s and more recently is applied to solo artists such as Beyoncé Knowles and Mary
J Blige.

Rap
also known as hip hop, evolved in America in the late 1970s and uses the rhythm of spoken
text rather than sung melody for the main focus of a song. Artists include The Beastie Boys,
Eminem and 50 Cent.
Reggae
evolved in Jamaica in the 1960s and was exported through America and into Europe.
Reggae features accented off-beat notes (most usually the 2nd and 4th beats of the bar)
and its most famous artists include Bob Marley and UB40.
Rock
emerged in the second half of the twentieth century and is based around the sound of the
electric guitar, accompanied by bass guitar and drum kit. The genre grew out of rock and
roll music of the 1950s, with artists including Led Zeppelin, Queen, Pink Floyd and Jimi
Hendrix.
Soul
took its influence from gospel and evolved in the United States in the mid twentieth century.
Leading artists include James Brown, Ray Charles and Aretha Franklin. Soul was brought to
the attention of the public and popularised by Motown Records in the 1960s.

Exercise Exploring genres
Now choose three or four genres that you’re less familiar
with, and listen to two or three examples of each
(Appendix C) - remember you don’t need to listen to a
whole piece, just a short extract to get a sense of the
style. In your listening log, record the details of the piece
you listen to, how you feel about the piece, and then
make brief notes on your overall response to each of your
choses genres.
The Banjo Player
William Sidney Mount 1856

Project two Music in modern contexts
Pop versus classical
Pop and classical musicians have often looked to each other for influences. The Beatles were
famously influenced by the Indian classical musician, Ravi Shankar, as well as by rock’n’roll,
classical and folk music; German experimental composer Karlheinz Stockhausen had an
impact on a wide range of musical styles, both in terms of his sound and approach, and
American minimalist composer Steve Reich had a strong influence on electronica and dance
music, and was influenced himself by music from African cultures. Contemporary classical
composers such as Mark-Anthony Turnage take influences from 1970s glam rock, while
dance music influences classical electronic music and jazz infuses the works of Milhaud,
Stravinsky and others.

Research point
In your listening log, write some brief notes on your views about pop music and classical
music. What constitutes good music, in your opinion? Where do your preferences lie, and
why do you think this is?
Pop and classical music diverged around the turn of the twentieth century, with the rise
of jazz and early twentieth-century American song. In America, jazz arose in cities such as
New Orleans and Chicago, through a fusion of the folk music of black African Americans
with other styles such as European light classical music. The new style created included the
syncopated rhythms of styles such as ragtime, and the minor key blues sound. Jazz used
improvisation, with songs arranged around a verse/chorus structure, and solos improvised
over a pre-arranged chord sequence. Crooners such as Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby and Nat
King Cole performed with orchestras and big bands and specialised in songs from the Great
American Songbook, dominating the 1930s and 40s before the rock’n’roll revolution of the
1950s and 1960s.
Pop music took off with recording technology; the post-war boom and the emergence of the
teenager with money to spend, and the changing cultural climate of the 1950s and 60s,
all helped to create pop stars as international idols. The first Number One single in the very
first UK pop chart in 1952 was Here in My Heart by Al Martino, which remained at the top
of the charts for nine weeks. Artists such as Elvis Presley and the Beatles became the leaders
in a new style of celebrity culture, fuelled by the spread of the television.

Styles of pop music evolved rapidly, with each decade characterised by a particular type of
music. The 1970s were the era of glam rock. The 1980s were dominated in the UK by ‘hit
factory’ pop songs by Stock, Aitken and Waterman, with artists such as Kylie Minogue and
Jason Donovan, and in America by Michael Jackson, Madonna and Whitney Houston. The
1990s was the era of single sex bands: first boy bands such as Westlife and Take That, and
later the Spice Girls. The rise in televised talent shows, such as X Factor and American Idol
gave ‘ordinary’ people the opportunity to be heard and to become global stars. Celebrity
culture is a highly profitable industry, with media coverage fuelling gossip, news and
influencing the market. The marketing image and personalities of the artists have almost
become more important than the music they perform. Pop music is a highly commercial
industry that is hugely attractive to young people with musical talent because it holds out
the prospect of enormous wealth for the few who are lucky enough to succeed.

Exercise The qualities of pop music
If possible, do this exercise in conversation with someone under the age of 20.
What makes pop music good or bad? Write down two or three examples of pop music
(preferably in different styles) that you like and explain why you think they are good
songs.
What makes them work? Why did they become popular?
Then do the same for two or three successful pop songs that you consider ‘bad’ and
answer the same questions.

World music in a multicultural society
Widespread migration of labour has resulted in the development of multicultural societies in
the western world, bringing increased exposure to different styles of world music. As you’ve
already seen, many of the developing styles of pop music came from the fusion of black
American folk music cultures with white American popular music. Similarly, world music
has had a strong influence on both pop and classical music styles, through instrumental
combinations, uses of scales and textures.
Although a detailed discussion of world music styles is beyond the scope of this text, a basic
summary of some of the styles and their instruments is set out in Appendix A.

Research point
Choose one world music style and find out more about it – key elements of the style,
well-known composers and/or performers, typical instruments, and any other important
characteristics. Listen to one or two pieces of music that are representative of the style and
make notes in your listening log. In particular, what do you think are the elements that
might interest or influence a contemporary composer?

Music in film
Film music originated from improvised organ or piano accompaniments to silent movies,
to enhance the mood or atmosphere of the events on screen. Before long, film makers
began to specify which pieces of music should be played, and to compose music specially
to accompany particular films. Charlie Chaplin was one of the first film composers, writing
music for some of his own films. In 1927, the first ‘talkie’ was released, The Jazz Singer
starring Al Jolson. This included songs in the soundtrack, and by the 1930s, film composers
were part of the industry. The first fully scored film was King Kong, with a soundtrack by
Max Steiner, in 1933. Since then, film music has incorporated a wide range of compositional
styles, with influences from classical, jazz and pop genres.
Classical music has often been used in and made popular through film scores: Ligeti’s
contemporary music in 2001: A Space Odyssey, Mahler’s 5th Symphony in Death in Venice,
Wagner’s Ride of the Valkyries in Apocalypse Now – you can probably think of other
examples. For many people, their first exposure to classical works comes through film, and
it’s not unusual for people to recognise classical melodies without knowing the name of the
work or the composer.

The role of music in film is multifaceted, and includes:
Title music
the main theme, heard at the opening and closing titles of the film, often with the opening
titles taking the form of an overture, demonstrating the major themes of the film, and the
closing titles providing a reiteration of the main theme and the closing mood. The main
theme, deliberately catchy, often forms part of the overall identity of the film – think of Star
Wars, Harry Potter, Titanic, 633 Squadron or Lawrence of Arabia.
Incidental music (underscoring)
occurs during the action of the film, and can range from a sustained chord or tremolo effect
to a thematic episode. This music is either specially composed, or sometimes taken from
other sources, such as classical works or songs, which might have a cultural association
for the viewing audience. Music is used for scene changes, to add impact to the drama, to
enhance a mood, or to mimic the action that is seen on screen (known as Mickey Mousing,
and frequently used in comedy or cartoon music). Composers have a number of techniques
that can be used to evoke mood. Different amounts of dissonance can be used to create
dramatic tension or fear, and the choice of tempo and use of repeating patterns can have
an impotant effect on the level of excitement of the audience.
Leitmotif
these are melodic fragments or recurring themes associated with individual caracters. First
used in Wagner’s operas, particularly the Ring Cycle, which has defined musical signatures
for all of the major characters, the leitmotif has been explored extensively by a range of film
composers, including John Williams in his soundtrack to the Star Wars trilogy.
Diegetic music
music which is part of the action in a film, for example a song which is referred to in the
script or the music being heard during a concert scene.
Instrumentation
The choice of instruments used by the composer can create powerful atmospheres within
the music. Most instruments have cultural associations, and have to be used carefully to
avoid cliché and to suggest certain moods or locations. Some instruments are particularly
associated with places (for example, the tin whistle with Ireland), animals, moods or
landscapes.

Exercise Listening to music in film
Watch and listen to one of the films from the Music in film list, or a film of your
choice with a strong music score. In your listening log, analyse how the music
is used in the film, keep in mind the elements discussed above.
These are some points you might consider:
•

which instruments are used, and how, to create a particular mood or atmosphere

•

how the title theme is used or developed during the story

•

whether there are any leitmotifs linked to characters

•

whether there is any use of or reference to classical music

•

how the music enhances the film overall.

Aim to write about 300 words and keep your notes as you’ll need them for your first
assignment.

Music and technology
In the modern age, technology infuses all aspects of life. Music is no exception. Improvements
in instrument-making technology have resulted in innovative new designs, improved scales
which give more even intonation, and better machining capabilities to provide a range of
instruments to suit all levels of playing and all budgets. Cheap, mass-produced instruments
are produced in the far east and imported into the west, providing new opportunities for
people to access instrumental learning at affordable prices.
Electronic instruments are also a recent phenomenon, including pop-based instruments
such as the electric guitar and keyboards, to more classical-based instruments, such as the
ondes martinot and even the laptop computer, which is now used in a chamber music and
orchestral context with an infinite range of available sounds controlled through mixing
desks or even computer game remote controls.
Computer technology has further opened access to music-making for those with an interest.
Home studios are now accessible to anyone with a basic computer, inexpensive software
and a microphone, and music notation software allows the home user to produce well
presented, professionally laid out scores for self-publishing.

The recording era has transformed the accessibility of music; works can be disseminated in
a range of formats, and digital downloads can now be accessed from anywhere in the world
through the internet at the click of a button. Music events can be broadcast globally with
comparative ease, and success on an international scale is part and parcel of life for the top
musicians of all genres. This widespread dissemination has resulted in a celebrity culture
where popularity is often allowed to dictate the success of individual artists.
How has technology enhanced your personal experience of music? What, in your opinion,
have been the most significant technological advances in music, and what are their
advantages? Are there any disadvantages to these developments? Make notes in your
listening log.

The Ballet Scene from Meyerbeer’s Opera “Robert Le Diable” Edgar Degas 1876

Project three Instruments of the orchestra
The history of music is as much about the development of musical instruments as about
composers and musical styles, and you’ll explore some of the exciting innovations in making
and using instruments during each of the periods covered by the course. We begin by
looking at the range of instruments in the modern orchestra.
Orchestral instruments are divided into four sections: woodwind, brass, strings and percussion.
A fifth group includes the keyboard instruments. You’ll find detailed information about the
individual instruments, with suggestions of repertoire and performers, in Appendix B.

The layout of a symphony orchestra http://library.thinkquest.org/C005400/hist/part2.html
Reproduced by kind permission of ThinkQuest/Oracle Education Foundation

Research point
Use the internet to look for video clips of orchestras and orchestra sections (woodwind,
brass, strings, percussion) to familiarise yourself with where each section sits. Look for clips
of individual instruments that you’re less familiar with, to get an idea of their shape and
sound. Now read through the notes and guidance on suggested listening before you decide
which sections of the orchestra and which instruments you want to follow up in more depth.
The exercise that follows the notes will ask you to do this in a structured way.

Woodwind
Woodwind instruments produce sound using the breath, and were originally made of wood
(with the exception of the saxophone). The woodwinds sit in the centre of the orchestra and,
depending on repertoire, up to four of each instrument may be used, including the auxiliary
members of the family, with one player on each part.
Mozart - Serenade No 10 in B flat K361 Gran Partita
The most famous of Mozart’s wind serenades, this work uses 13 instruments,
including pairs of oboes, clarinets, basset horns, bassoons and four horns, with
string bass to give additional strength to the bass line. The piece has seven movements,
and the beautiful oboe solo at the beginning of the Adagio third movement features in the
soundtrack of the film Amadeus.
Reicha - Wind Quintets
Reicha was a Czech - born contemporary of Beethoven’s and a teacher of notable
composers such as Liszt and Berlioz. His 24 wind quintets (scored for flute, oboe,
clarinet, bassoon and horn and composed between 1810 and 1820) represent his desire
to create works for wind instruments that understood how to write successfully for these
instruments, and his experiences as a flute player undoubtedly contributed to his knowledge.
Poulenc - Sextet
This charming work for wind quintet with piano was composed between 1932
and 1939. The outer movements are fast paced with an almost cartoon – like
energy, while the calmer central movement has lyrical melodies and expressive phasing. The
work is written in a neo-classical style, with influences from earlier eras.

Brass
The majority of the brass section sits at the back right hand side of the orchestra, while the
horns are usually on the left. Like the woodwinds, the brass section normally has one player
per part, with a bumper player to help in case of fatigue on the highest lines. The number
of parts per section varies according to repertoire, and can range from two to eight or more
horns, two to five or more trumpets, three trombones and one tuba. Create their sound
through vibrations of the lips passes through a funnel - or cup - shaped mouthpiece. Pitch
differentiation is based on overblowing the notes of the harmonic series, with valves or a
slide (in the case of the trombone) giving additional control over the length of tube used.
Copland - Fanfare for the Common Man

This famous fanfare was composed in 1942 and uses a vast array of bass and
percussion. Originally written as a stand - alone piece, the fanfare also features
in Copland’s Third Symphony. Listen for the work’s angular melodic lines, simple,
open harmonies and the way the instruments are blended to create a strong overall sound.
Janacek - Sinfonietta
This work for large orchestra features a bass section of 25 instruments. The work
begings with a fanfare which is repeated with orchestral accompaniment at the
close of the final movement. The size of the section and the antiphonal effects
created by their positioning on either side of the orchestra can be breathtaking
in live performance.
Malcolm Arnold - Quintet for Brass Op 73
Malcolm Arnold had a career as a trumpet player, as well as a successful life
as a composer. He wrote soundtracks for film as well as concert work, and the
Brass Quintet was composed in 1961. The opening movement features scalic
movement in the two trumpet parts at the start. The second movement is a chaconne, which
has a repeating bass line over which melodic material is developed. The scalic motif is still
in evidence. The final movement features a rising arpeggio melodic motif and glissandi and
has the character of popular music for film or television.

Strings
String instruments make up the majority of the orchestra and sit at the front, with the
section leaders arranged in a semicircle around the conductor. The exact arrangement of
instruments can vary according to a conductor’s preference. Again, the size of the sections
depend on the repertoire (generally speaking, smaller sections are used for older music or
pieces with soloists where balance may be problematic), but an average symphony orchestra
will carry thirty violins (in two sections, first and second), twelve violas, ten cellos and eight
double basses. Extra players are hired in to increase the section sizes as required. The leader
of the orchestra is the principal first violin, who serves as a link between the conductor and
the players, both in terms of giving clear gestures to lead entries and to help ensure the
orchestra performs as the conductor requires.

Vaughan Williams - Fantasia on a Theme of Thomas Tallis
Vaughan Williams had a strong interest in folk music and often incorporated
this influence into his music. This piece has an English feel, with rich melodic
lines and spacious orchestration. The Thomas Tallis theme which is used as the basis of this
fantasia and heard in the low strings near the opening of the piece, was composed in 1576,
and Vaughan Williams composed this piece in 1910, for a solo string quartet and double
string orchestra. The Tallis theme is hard three times during the work, and the remainder of
the material is derived from it. Listen for the secondary theme, first heard in the solo viola.
Elga - Serenade for Strings
This is one of Elgar’s early works, scored for string orchestra and comprising three
movements. Listen for the contrast between the rhythmic opening motif and the
soaring melody line in the first movement. The slow movement comes closest to Elgar’s later
style, with some moments of poignant melancholy.
Shostakovich - Sting Quartets
Although perhaps better known for his symphonies, Shostakovich’s 15 string
quartets represent many of the familiar elements of his style, such as angular
melodies, repeating rhythmic motifs and dark harmonies. He wrote the first of
the quartets in 1938 after the birth of his son, and the fifteenth quartet repertoire, both in
their scope and versatility. Compare the lightness of the first quartet with the maturity and
intimacy of the 15th, and the autobiographical content of the 8th quartet, with its DSCH
motif.

Percussion
Percussion incorparates everything that produces a sound through being struck, shaken or
rattled, and ranges from common instruments, such as the drum, triangle and tambourine,
to more unusual instruments such as the flexatone, temple blocks and bowls submerged
in water. Percussion instruments are either tuned (xylophone, glockenspiel, vibraphone,
marimba, timpani, bells, etc.) or untuned (drums, cymbal, bongos, triangle, tambourine,
etc.). The percussion section is at the back of the orchestra, and the number of players
varies from piece to piece. Timpani playing is something of a speciality, and an orchestra
will frequently have a principal timpanist as well as a principal percussionist. The drum kit
is rarely found in an orchestral percussion department, but its components (such as bass,

snare drum and cymbal) are staple instruments. Players you may have heard of are James
Blades, Everlyn Glennie and Colin Currie.
Varèse - Ionisation
Ionisation was the first work written for percussion ensamble. Scored for thirteen
instruments, it uses a vast array of instruments and is based on ideas from the
natural world; the title of the piece refers to he ionisation of molecules. This piece had a
strong influence on Frank Zappa. Listen for the way the sounds of the individual instruments
combine and overlap between the musical idea and creating layers of sound between the
pitched (chimes and piano), inpitched (such as the drums) and movable pitched (including
sirens) instruments.
Steve Reich - Drumming
Steve Reich’s music uses repeated patterns which gradually shift against each
other, using a process called phasing. Drumming is influenced by African
drumming, and is scored for 8 drums, 3 marimbas, 3 glockenspiels, a pair of
female voices, whistling and a piccolo. Listen for the way the rhythmic patterns are subtly
transformed and observe the changes of atmosphere created by differences in orchestration.
Think about the role of the voices, whistling and piccolo and how this adds to the overall
texture.
BartÓk - Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta
This piece was written in 1936, and is scored for string orchestra (with harp),
percussion (including piano) and celesta. The string orchestra is divided into
two and positioned on opposite sides of the concert platform, to allow for
antiphonal effects to be heard. The opening movement is in the form of a fugue, and listen
for material from this movement in the later sections of the piece. The dance style second
movement features accented off beats in the percussion, while the slow third movement has
an important part for xylophone. The final movement is once again in a dance style and
demonstrates the influence of folk music in Bartók’s work.

Keyboard
Keyboard instruments are incorporated into the percussion section. A piano is often used
in later orchestral repertoire, while the harpsichord features in Baroque music. The celesta
is also used sporadically in orchestral repertoire, most notably in Tchaikovsky’s Dance of
the Sugar Plum Fairy from The Nutcracker Suite. Electronic keyboards occasionally make
an appearance in contemporary repertoire, most usually to trigger electronic sound files
through MIDI signals.

Polski: Józef Pankiewicz Jasienski przy fortepianie Józef Pankiewicz 1908

Exercise Listening to instruments in the orchestra
Select at least one of the suggested examples above for each the orchestra sections,
and make notes on your responses to the music. Then choose one section that you’re
less familiar with and find out more about at least two or three instruments in that
section. Look up video material on the internet if you’re not familiar with a particular
instrument, and then listen to extracts of some of the suggested music for your chosen
instruments in Appendix B.
Do any of the instruments create particular associations? Do they convey a particular
colour or emotional feeling? Write down your thoughts on which instruments or pieces
of music appeal to you most, and why.

The Symphony Orchestra Colonne André Devambez

Project four Contemporary classical music
Contemporary classical music is defined as the music written by living (or recently
deceased) composers of the classical tradition. We live in a time when a vast range of music
is being written for different combinations of instruments and in many different styles.
Composers today are in an enviable position: their predecessors have steadily pushed out
the boundaries of a centuries-old music tradition, gradually breaking down barriers and
constraints, and inventing new ways of approaching the organisation of sound. This rich
history gives contemporary composers a wide palette of sounds, techniques and structures,
giving them the freedom to draw on the styles of the past and to create innovative new
musical languages for the future.
If you’re willing to explore new sounds and new ideas, the wealth of stylistic variety in
contemporary classical music means that there is something to satisfy all tastes. At one end
of the spectrum, John Rutter composes memorable choral works with distinctive melodies.
At the other extreme, Brian Ferneyhough creates complex instrumental textures using atonal
languages. Urban composers such as Gabriel Prokofiev and Shiva Feshareki are creating
their own distinctive and youthful sub-genre based on dance music, using instruments such
as turntables in a classical context.
There’s also a strong resurgence of interest in new music from the younger generation, with
more informal contemporary music performance venues springing up in the arts quarters
of some UK cities, such as Shoreditch in London, and large festivals of contemporary music
in Huddersfield, Darmstadt (Germany) and the Cabrillo Festival in Santa Cruz (California).

Research point
Do you have many opportunities to encounter live music by living composers? Do some
investigating in your local library or arts centre and on the internet to find out about
venues in your area or region that offer performances of contemporary music.
What are your views on contemporary music? Explain in your listening log what appeals
to you about it or the reasons why you dislike it. If possible during your work on Part
One, go to a live performance that you’ve identified from your research and record your
experiences and reflections on the performance in your listening log.

The selection of contemporary music styles and suggested listening which follows is not
meant to be exhaustive, but it will give you a feel for the richness and diversity of some of
the current trends in composition.

Religious composers (holy minimalism)
The twentieth century saw a widespread questioning of organised religion and growing
interest in new religions and the philosophies of other cultures. For some composers their
religious beliefs have helped them towards the creation of a particular compositional style.
Karlheinz Stockhausen, for example, incorporated a new form of intuitive improvisation
into his works after a religious epiphany. John Tavener, Henryk Górecki and Arvo Pärt are
well-known religious composers whose style is termed ‘holy minimalism’. All three take
influences from eastern religions and medieval or Renaissance choral music, and compose
with minimal elements, where simplicity is important and silence has a function within the
music.
John Tavener was born in London in 1944, first
emerged as a professional composer in the late
1960s, with avant-garde works which attracted the
attention of the Beatles, among others. The Whale
(1968) was performed at the inaugural concert
of the London Sinfonietta. After converting to the
Russian Orthodox Church in 1977, his music became
focused on spirituality and eastern principles. His
works have been performed in and commissioned
by major festivals, including the BBC Proms, and
have reached a wide audience but he has remained
an enigmatic figure. In recent years, his work has
incorporated influences from Christianity, Hinduism
Jan van Eyck saint Bavo Cathedral

and Islam. The large-scale The Veil of the Temple
(2003) for four choirs, orchestras and soloists was

composed for the Temple Church in London. It lasts seven hours and uses texts from a range
of religions.

Arvo Pärt is an Estonian composer, born in 1935. During his early career he worked as a
recording engineer and composed music for theatre and film. During the 1960s he was
one of the first experimental Estonian composers to use serial techniques in his music.He
was influenced strongly by early French choral music of the Renaissance. After 1976, he
re-emerged with a new style of composition, based on an idea he called tintinnabuli (little
bells), using single notes and simple polyphony to create a pure and concentrated sound,
using uncomplicated rhythms, wide spacings and simple triadic harmony. Since the 1980s,
his works have focussed on settings of religious texts, drawing on Gregorian chant and
elements of the tintinnabuli style. His works include symphonies, cantatas and vocal works,
and have been critically acclaimed throughout the world.
Henryk Górecki was born in 1933 in Poland and died in 2010. Like Tavener and Pärt,
he established himself during his early career as a successful avant-garde composer, but
since the 1970s his works have used large-scale structures and simple, modal melodies
and harmonies. His music became widely known after the 1992 release of a recording
of his Third Symphony, Symphony of Sorrowful Songs, composed in 1977. Like Tavener, he
remained an enigmatic personality throughout his life.
Tavener – The Protecting Veil (1989), The Lamb (1982)
The Protecting Veil is a concerto for cello and string orchestra, written at the
suggestion of cellist Stephen Isserlis and commissioned by the BBC. The opening
is in a static style, with sustained cello lines. Influences of the Orthodox church style can be
heard through the drone-style accompaniments, such as in the third section of the piece.
The solo cello represents the Mother of God and her songs through different feasts of the
Orthodox Church. The Lamb is a short work for four-part choir, with the melody lines heard
against each other in inversion, as well as in rich four-part harmony. The music moves slowly
and has a wonderful sense of calm, with lines intoned as if in a church style. Listen for the
detail of the harmony and think about how this is different from more traditional hymn
settings.
Arvo Pärt – Spiegel im Spiegel (1978), Cantus in Memoriam Benjamin Britten
(1977)
Spiegel im Spiegel is a beautifully simple work, originally composed for violin
and piano, but since adapted for a range of different instruments. This is an excellent
example of the powerful effect of simple musical lines, with a sustained violin melody

heard over a gradually moving piano accompaniment. Consider the effect of the use of
register and the balance between a sense of stillness and a forward direction through the
musical lines. Cantus in memoriam Benjamin Britten was written for string orchestra and
bell, and is an example of the composer’s tintinnabuli style. It was composed in honour of
the composer, Benjamin Britten, who died in 1976, and begins and ends with silence. Pärt
uses one melodic idea for the duration of the piece, and the pitches are limited to the notes
of the A minor scale, with the bell pitched to the tonic note, A.
Górecki – Symphony No 3 (1977)
This symphony, subtitled the Symphony of Sorrowful Songs became one of the
composer’s best known works, thanks to an acclaimed 1992 recording, and has
had an influence on later composers, especially within the film music domain (listen for
similarities to Hans Zimmer’s film score for Gladiator). Each movement includes a setting of
a Polish text, sung by a solo soprano. The music is based on modal styles of writing, such
as would be encountered in folk music and medieval music, but he allows himself some
compositional freedom and sometimes includes pitches from outside the modes. Listen for
the development of the opening canon

Minimalism
Minimalism began in the United States in the 1960s, as a reaction to the complex atonal
music being composed in Europe at the time. These American composers limited their
use of material, using consonant harmonies, regular pulses, subtle phasing and a gradual
evolution of repeated patterns. Melodies were replaced with short melodic cells which were
used as the basis for phasing. The style combined influences from African and Indonesian
music with electronic music processing and had a strong impact on pop and dance music,
influencing performers as diverse as The Beatles, Brian Eno and Aphex Twin. The major
exponents are Steve Reich, Terry Riley and Philip Glass.
Terry Riley’s seminal work In C, composed in 1964, was arguably one of the first minimalist
pieces. Born in 1935, Riley developed the minimalist style in California, where he was
involved with the San Francisco Tape Music Center. Riley has been influenced by eastern
cultures, especially Indian classical music. In C is written for any number of performers, and
uses a series of melodic fragments which are repeated at will. The fragments vary in length
and can be played as many times as the performer chooses, independently of the other

performers. The fragments are played in the order that they are notated, but the players do
not have to play them all. Each performance has a different outcome and durations can
range from a few minutes to a few hours.
Steve Reich is perhaps the best-known minimalist composer. Born in New York in 1936,
he is arguably one of the most influential composers of the twentieth century. His music
incorporates influences from western and eastern cultures, pop music and jazz, and so is
accessible to a wide audience. He studied Ghanaian drumming, Balinese Gamelan and
Hebrew chanting, all of which can be detected within his music. He formed his own
ensemble in 1966 which has performed throughout the world.
Phillip Glass was born in 1937 and followed a traditional musical education in the USA and
in Europe. While in Europe in the early 1960s, he worked closely with Ravi Shankar, who
had a profound effect on his musical outlook. Like Reich, he founded his own ensemble
to perform his works, and the Phillip Glass Ensemble has continued to perform to critical
acclaim since its inception in 1967. His musical output has been wide-ranging, including
operas, string quartets, large ensemble works and songs. His music has influenced both
classical and pop musicians and, like Reich, he has a wide cross-genre following.
Steve Reich – Music for 18 Musicians (1976), Different Trains (1988)
Music for 18 Musicians was one of Reich’s first works for large ensemble. Listen
for the overlapping instrumental entries and the subtle changes of colour as
different instruments emerge and disappear, as well as the overall sound created
by the ensemble as a whole. If you can spare the time, try to listen uninterrupted to the
piece in its entirety, and consider the overall listening experience.
Different Trains is scored for string quartet and electronics, with the melodies and rhythms
taken from text in the electronic part. The text comes from interviews made before, during
and after the second world war, with American and European subjects including an
American Pullman porter and three Holocaust survivors. Listen to the correlation between
the instrumental lines and the pre-recorded sounds, and consider the underlying meaning
of the music.

Terry Riley – In C (1964)
Listen here for the repetitions of melodic fragments. Consider the effect of
basing the musical material on one central pitch, and the use of a constant pulse
throughout. Try to trace the evolution of the music as it develops and observe the changes
of texture as new material enters.
Philip Glass – Glassworks (1981)
This is a six movement chamber music work which is characteristic of Philip Glass’s
style. Each of the movements can be played separately or within the context of
the whole work. Listen to the way Glass uses repeated patterns and consider how
this is different from the music of Reich and Riley.

New complexity
New complexity has emerged as a result of serialism, which you’ll explore in Part Two.
Composers of this style use complex rhythms and structures, often mathematically
calculated or academically derived. Pitches are chosen in terms of their dissonant/
consonant relationships with each other, rather than based on any kind of key system.
Instrumental writing often challenges even the most proficient of players, with frequent
demands for extended techniques, and/or technical requirements which may at times be
impractical, forcing the performer to decide how best to portray a particular passage. The
leading composer in this style is Brian Ferneyhough, a British composer born in Coventry
in 1943 who studied in the UK and Europe before he moved to America in the late 1980s.
His cosmopolitan background may have contributed to his style of writing which does not
adhere to any other compositional school; his influence is far-reaching among younger
generations of composers.
Other composers in the new complexity group include James Dillon, Michael Finnissy and
Richard Barrett.

Brian Ferneyhough – Mnemosyne (1986), Carceri d’Invenzione I (1982),
Exordium (2008)
Mnemosyne is scored for bass flute and electronics. Listen to the distinctive tone
of the bass flute. Consider the combination of the pre-recorded and live sounds and listen
for contemporary flute techniques such as same-note (timbral) trills, percussive sounds and
air sounds.
Carceri d’Invenzione is a series of pieces for different instrumental combinations (Mnemosyne
is also part of this set of works). The title comes from a set of 16 prints by Giovanni Battista
Piranesi. The first piece in the set is for chamber orchestra of sixteen instruments, and was
commissioned by the London Sinfonietta. Listen for the intricate detail of the music and the
way the ensemble grows together in a crescendo and then breaks apart.
Exordium is a work for string quartet, dedicated to the American composer Elliott Carter.
Listen for glissandos and contemporary string techniques, such as harmonics and new ways
of positioning the bow, such as on the fingerboard and on the bridge. The piece is in several
short sections; compare the textures as the piece develops.

Choral music/tonality
Choral repertoire has a wide scope within the contemporary music world, with a wide
range of choirs performing at all levels, including school choirs, amateur choral societies
and church choirs, as well as professional vocal ensembles. The music is often designed
for consumption by a wide public, for example in the form of Christmas carols or church
anthems. Perhaps as a result of this, choral music is the main domain for the creation of
contemporary tonal music, frequently influenced by earlier musical styles or by pop music.
Leading exponents of this style include John Rutter, Eric Whitacre and Morten Lauridsen.
John Rutter is a British composer (born in London in 1945) who is frequently omitted from
histories of modern music, perhaps due to the popular style of his music. His vast output
of choral and instrumental works uses tonal key systems and pastiche, mimicking works by
other composers (such as in the Suite Antique for flute and piano, where each movement is
written in tribute to a different compositional style). He is best known for his choral works,
notably his carols and anthems which receive numerous performances each year.

American composer Eric Whitacre’s music has become known in recent years, with high
levels of sales going against the trend of much of the classical music market. Born in
Nevada in 1970, Whitacre’s interest in music began at the age of 18, when he joined a
choir. He trained in Nevada and at the Juilliard School in New York. His compositional
style is tonal but sometimes non-triadic, preferring instead to build chords on fourths, fifths
and seconds. He often uses changing rhythmic patterns and sometimes includes structured
improvisations within his music.
Morten Lauridsen was born in 1943 in Washington State and currently lives in California.
He was composer in residence with the Los Angeles Master Chorale from 1994-2001 and
has held a position as Professor of Composition at the University of Southern California
since 1972. His music incorporates a wide range of styles, with influences from jazz and
musical theatre as well as from the classical tradition. He has a strong connection with the
texts that he sets to music and his works are indelibly connected to nature and reflection.

Hector Berlioz. Artist: Gustave Doré, published in Journal pour rire 1850

John Rutter – Requiem (1985), Shepherd’s Pipe Carol
The Requiem is a setting of the Roman Catholic Mass of the Dead. Listen for
Rutter’s accessible style, simple harmonies and lyrical melodies. The cello solo
in the second movement uses modal folk-like harmonies, before a unison vocal entry. The
opening of the Pie Jesu features imitation in the instrumental parts before the solo vocal
line enters. Consider the differing character between the movements and how Rutter’s
musical ideas reflect the meaning of the text. The Shepherd’s Pipe Carol is one of a number
of popular carol settings by Rutter. Listen for the sound of the shepherd’s pipes in the high
organ part.
Eric Whitacre – Cloudburst (2008)
This is an interesting modern choral work. Listen for the cluster chords at the
opening and the use of text to create new timbres within the sound. The piece
features a range of textures, including held chords, homophony and solo lines, as well as the
development of Ligeti-inspired clusters. Compare Whitacre’s use of harmony with Rutter’s
and listen for imaginative use of percussion around two thirds of the way through the piece.
Morten Lauridsen – O Magnum Mysterium (1994)
This is a setting of a frequently used religious text. Once again, listen for the use
of harmony, including particularly the tension and resolution created through
dissonance. Think about the way the individual vocal lines are used in conjunction with
each other, and enjoy the slow-moving nature of the music.

Microtonality and spectralism
Microtonality uses pitches between the standard semitones, and has been explored by a
number of composers in recent years. The so-called spectral group of composers (such as
Tristan Murail, Gérard Grisey and Hugues Dufourt) have incorporated microtonal pitches
into their works using the upper partials of the harmonic series. Based at IRCAM, a computer
music research centre in Paris, they used software to analyse sound and created new sounds
from the results. Microtones are difficult to pitch exactly on most musical instruments. Some
composers, such as Harry Partch, designed their own instruments, while others have relied on
unusual playing techniques such as alternative fingerings and pitch bending to create the
desired effect. Developments in musical instrument design in recent years have resulted in
the development of a quartertone system flute, which has begun to be accepted by leading
players, and performers of other instruments are beginning to collaborate with makers to
explore the extended possibilities of musical instrument design. Although spectral music
has been a strong force in microtonal music, other approaches have also been used by a
range of composers, including the use of traditional Arabic scales (Maqamat) and the use
of microtonal pitches as inflections to decorate a melodic line.
Tristan Murail was born in Le Havre, France, in 1947 and studied Arabic and economics
before going on to study composition with Messiaen. He developed a strong interest in
electronic music and was influenced by Xenakis, Scelsi and Ligeti. After teaching computer
music in France, including at IRCAM and at the Centre Acanthes, in 1997 he became a
Professor in Composition at Columbia University in New York, where he still lives.
Gerard Grisey (1946–98) was born in France and studied composition in Germany and at
the Paris Conservatoire, where he became associated with fellow student, Tristan Murail.
Like Murail, he won the Prix de Rome, spending two years at the Villa Medici. He became
associated with IRCAM and held a teaching position at the University of California, Berkeley,
from 1982–86. His works explore the spectra of sound, as well as the concept of evolving
musical processes, influenced by Ligeti.
Hugues Dufourt was born in Lyon in 1943. He studied piano and composition in Geneva, and
was a member of L’Ensemble L’Itineraire with Murail and Grisey in the 1970s, and has had
a long-standing association with IRCAM. He is currently known both as a composer and as
a philosopher, and has worked extensively in the development of new musical instruments,
particularly within the realm of electronic music, forming the Collective of Instrumental
Research and Sound Synthesis with Alain Blancquart and Tristan Murail in 1977.

Tristan Murail – Gondwana (1980), Allegories (1989)
Gondwana is a large-scale orchestral work which uses microtonal tunings
and electronics, as well as a process of gradual transformations of the sound
to represent the break-up of one of the two landmasses which created the land of the
Earth. Murail creates his harmonies through Freqency Modulation (such as is often used in
synthesisers), creating complex, bell-like sounds. See if you can perceive the unusual tunings
and textural transformations.
Allegories is for a chamber ensemble, comprised of flute (doubling piccolo), clarinet, horn,
violin, cello, percussion and a MIDI keyboard, which is used to trigger the electronic sounds.
Murail uses additive synthesis here to create his electronic sounds. Listen for recurrences
of some of the melodic material through the piece, as well as moments of activity and
moments of more static development.
Gérard Grisey – Les Espaces Acoustiques (1974-1985)
This is a cycle of six works, beginning with a piece for solo viola and building
into larger and larger instrumental groupings. The work is divided into two parts,
lasting 52 and 42 minutes respectively. Try listening to extracts from each of the six sections
and explore the changes of instrumentation and texture, as well as to the microtonal tunings.
Hugues Dufourt – Down to a Sunless Sea (1970), L’Heure des traces (1986)
Down to a Sunless Sea is scored for sixteen string instruments. Listen to the way
Dufourt uses the instruments to create textures and explore the resonances of
the static microtonal chords.
L’Heure des traces, for chamber orchestra of 20 instruments, has similarly interesting
harmonies. Observe the different effect created by using an ensemble of diverse instruments
rather than the string family group used in Down to a Sunless Sea.

Exercise Exploring contemporary classical
composition
Choose a contemporary classical composer that you’d like to learn more about. Use the
internet or library to find out more about the composer, his or her style of composition
and important works. Listen to extracts from several pieces.
Make notes on the composer’s life, how the work is innovative and how it has developed,
who or what have been important influences, and your personal responses to the pieces
you listen to. Aim to write about 500 words and keep your notes as you’ll need them
for Assignment One.
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Music theory project
Notation
This project is optional
Throughout this course you will be increasingly asked to access scores for the works you are
listening to. While a prior knowledge of music theory is not required, some of the basics are
covered here and further information can be found through the Associated Board’s theory
of music syllabus or through some of the books on the reading list.

Notes and durations
Modern notation has remained unchanged for a long time. The crotchet (q) has a value of
1. The standard note values are:

w
h
q
e
x
y

Semibreve – 4 beats
Minim – 2 beats
Crotchet – 1 beat
Quaver – 1⁄2 beat
Semiquaver – 1⁄4 beat
Demisemiquaver – 1/8 beat

Pitches and clefs
Music uses seven basic pitches – A, B, C, D, E, F and G. Music is written on the stave, which
is a set of five parallel lines. A clef is placed at the start of each line of the stave to show
the position of each pitch.
The treble clef is used for high-pitched instruments, including the violin, flute, oboe, clarinet,
trumpet and the right hand of the piano. The clef indicates the note G in the centre of its
curved shape:

G
Each space and each line represents a pitch, and the higher they are positioned on the
stave, the higher the sound of the note. Extra lines, called ledger lines, can be added above
or below the stave to extend the available note positions:

Middle C
The bass clef is used for lower instruments, such as the bassoon, cello, tuba and left hand
of the piano. The two dots are positioned either side of the F line:

Middle C
Two C clefs (i.e. clefs which demonstrate the position of the note C) exist in common usage;
these are the alto clef (used for the viola) and the tenor clef (used for high passages on the
cello, bassoon and trombone):
Alto clef:

Tenor clef:

Middle C

Middle C
You will notice that all of the diagrams above include the note ‘middle C’; this is the C in the
centre of the range of the piano, which can be shown comfortably in each of the clefs due
to its position as a mid-range note. You will notice that this pitch, and those around it, can
be described using a range of clefs and the choice is made according to the conventions for
the instrument and the surrounding notes; it is possible to change clef during a passage to
enable greater clarity of presentation:

Version 1: Twinkle Twinkle Little Star – notated in treble clef:

Version 2: Same pitch, but notated in bass clef:

Version 3: Same pitch, but notated in a variety of changing clefs:

All three of the examples above would sound exactly the same when played, despite looking
very different.

Bars and time signatures
Music is divided into small sections, called bars, to make the notes easier to read. A bar can
be any length, at the choice of the composer, and the first beat of each bar has stronger
prominence than the other beats, which helps to provide a sense of pulse. The number of
beats in a bar is indicated on every instrumental part at the beginning of a piece of music
and every time it changes. This is done through the use of a time signature, which is a set
of two numbers, one above the other. The upper number in the time signature denotes
the number of beats in the bar, while the lower number describes the kind of beats (i.e.
crotchets, minims, quavers etc.). The numbers used to show these beats are:
Lower numbers in time signatures:
1 - semibreve (rarely seen)
4 - crochet
16 - semiquaver

w
q
x

2 - minim
8 - quaver
32 - demisemiquaver

h
e
y

so:

means four crochet beats in a bar

means three quaver beats in a bar

means seven semiquaver beats in a bar.

Key signatures and accidentals
A sharp( ) raises the pitch of a note by a half step, or semitone (so, for most of the notes

x

on the piano, from a white note to the black note immediately to the right). A flat (b) lowers
the pitch by a semitone. A natural( ) returns the pitch to its unaltered state.

z

These symbols written within the music itself are called accidentals and each sign applies
just to the note it precedes, until the next bar line.
To enable the symbols to apply to longer sections of music, the symbols are positioned at
the beginning of each line of music, in a key signature. The symbols are positioned on the
relevant line or space for each pitch and apply to those pitches in any octave.

A double sharp has the effect of two sharps, and a double flat has the effect of two flats.
The symbols for these are:
Sharp:

x

Double Sharp:

x x

Flat: b

Double Flat: bb

Enharmonics
Notes can be ’spelt’ in different ways according to the scales being used. For example, A
sharp and B flat are the same note. Try to visualise a piano keyboard. A sharp is the black
note immediately to the right of the A key, and B flat is the same key, but approached from
the left of the B key.
Composers choose the name of the note according to the surrounding notes –B flat would
be used within the context of F major or other flat-key key signatures, and A sharp would be
used in B major or sharp based key signatures. The alternative spelling of notes in this way
is known as enharmonics; A sharp is the enharmonic of B flat.
To go one step further, a musical phrase can be notated differently according to its key.
The example shows a melody written in C sharp major (which has seven sharps) and in D
flat major (6 flats). Every note in each example is an enharmonic of the same note in the
other, so the two examples would sound identical:

In C sharp

In D flat

Tempo
Tempo indications are given through text or metronome marks, shown at the top left of a
stave. The text used can be in any language, although it is most commonly Italian, French,
German or English. Typical terms can be seen in Appendix D. Metronome marks demonstrate
an exact tempo through giving a beats per minute value for any prescribed note value. For
example:
q = 60 means 60 crotchet beats per minute
e = 176 means 176 quaver beats per minute
Other symbols may be seen to show a metric modulation – for example, q = e means that
a crotchet in the previous tempo becomes the same speed as a quaver in the new tempo.

Orchestral score
The major elements of an orchestral score are typically presented within fixed positions,
relative to the page, regardless of when the music was written.
For example, each stave has a key signature and clef, and a time signature at the very
beginning of the work. A tempo marking will be shown at the top left of the first stave.
Bar numbers are often shown. Additional rehearsal figures (usually in the form of letters or
numbers printed in a box or circle) are also frequently given, printed for reference above or
below the stave on the left hand side.
Instruments are listed in ‘score order’ – i.e. from high to low, beginning (from the top to the
bottom of the page) with woodwind, followed by brass, percussion and strings. Instruments
are usually listed in full at the beginning of a piece, and then abbreviated for the rest of the
work. One or more instrument of the same kind will be shown on each stave – for example,
if there are three clarinet parts, they may all be shown on the same line. It is usual for the
score to be in C (i.e. at the pitch it will be sounded at), but any transpositions will be clearly
labelled.
Performance instructions, such as dynamics to indicate volume, are usually marked as
symbols underneath the stave or text above, and only usually apply to one stave, rather
than to all the instruments in the score.
The score below shows the first page of Beethoven’s 5th symphony. Annotate the positions
of important information, such as names of instruments, tempo indications, time signature,
key signature. Identify instrumental groups (woodwind, brass, strings, percussion) and list
any other information you can find from the page.

Assignment one
This assignment should take you around five hours to complete.

Read through each project again, checking that you understood it the first time round.
Repeat any exercises you need (or want) to do. Read through your notes and reflections in
your listening log and any other research notes or writing that you’ve done so far.
Think about all you’ve listened to, learned, and considered as you worked through Part
One and plan how to draw your thoughts together into a short reflective account of your
progress to send to your tutor.
Send the following to your tutor:
•

The short critical commentary on music in film that you produced in Project Two.

•

Your notes from Project Four on your chosen contemporary composer and his music.

•

A reflective account of around 500 words, documenting your listening and learning
progress as you worked on Part One.

Your reflective account can draw together extracts from your listening log, your response to
any books, articles or critical commentaries you’ve read, and/or notes on research you’ve
done. Add any reflections on what you’ve enjoyed, insights you’ve gained, or what you’ve
found difficult or challenging, that will help you tutor understand how best to support you
as you move forward to the next part of the course.

Reflection
Before you send this assignment to your tutor, take a look at the assessment criteria for this
course, which will be used to mark your work when you get your work formally assessed. The
assessment criteria are listed in the introduction to this course.
Review how you think you have done against the criteria and make notes in your learning
log. Send these reflections, along with work, your sketchbook, supporting studies and your
learning /listening log (or link to your blog). Make sure that all work is labelled with your
name, student number and assignment number. You don’t need to wait until you’ve heard
from your tutor before continuing with the course.

